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Dear Supporter, 

Transgender Law Center continues our legacy of 18 years of doing what it takes to keep 
transgender and gender nonconforming people alive, thriving, and fighting for liberation. In the 
wake of the recent uprisings demanding an end to brutality against Black and brown people, we 
honor that Black and brown trans women have already cultivated decades of community care 
networks.

Together, we will be uplifting Black and brown leaders at SPARK on Friday, October 16th.

SPARK, our largest annual celebration, has historically brought together 400+ supporters and 
partners to recognize TLC’s leadership for justice and the advancement of rights for TGNC (trans 
and gender nonconforming) people. This year, we’re presenting SPARK 2020 virtually, and we 
expect hundreds of people to join us October 16th to celebrate trans resilience and trans joy. 

That night we will be highlighting our Trans Agenda for Liberation, a community-led guide 
towards the world we deserve. This agenda addresses the urgent political, legal, and social 
violence enacted against our communities, while channeling trans imagination to bring our 
boldest visions to life. Trans justice is migrant justice, disability justice, racial justice, 
environmental justice, reproductive justice, economic justice, and gender justice. An agenda for 
trans liberation is a blueprint for liberation for all. 

Celebrate with us by becoming a sponsor today to help us reach our goal of $100,000! 
Your commitment sustains TLC’s community-driven strategies—grounded in legal expertise and 
our commitment to racial justice—that advocate for self-determination for all people. Sponsoring 
SPARK 2020 will align your brand with the good work of TLC—there are a number of exciting 
recognition opportunities to give your company maximum exposure before, during and after the 
event. 

For more information about SPARK and Transgender Law Center, please visit 
TransgenderLawCenter.org/SPARK or contact Sara@TransgenderLawCenter.org 

https://transgenderlawcenter.org/spark
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/trans-agenda-for-liberation
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/events
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/events
mailto:sara@transgenderlawcenter.org
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/spark
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2020 SPARK Sponsorships + Benefits

❑ Presenting Sponsor $25,000

✧ Opportunity for 30-second video clip prior to virtual program
✧ Recognition on SPARK virtual stage
✧ Presenting Logo recognition on SPARK webpage
✧ Dedicated posts (2) via Transgender Law Center social media outlets
✧ Presenting logo placement in SPARK slideshow + promotional materials
✧ Exclusive access to the Transform Tech curricula

❑ Radiance $15,000

✧ Recognition on SPARK virtual stage
✧ Logo recognition on SPARK webpage
✧ Dedicated post via Transgender Law Center social media outlets
✧ Premiere logo placement in SPARK slideshow + promotional materials
✧ Exclusive access to the Transform Tech curricula

❑ Sparkle $10,000

✧ Recognition on SPARK virtual stage
✧ Logo recognition on SPARK webpage
✧ Recognition via Transgender Law Center social media outlets
✧ Premium logo placement in SPARK slideshow + promotional materials
✧ Exclusive access to the Transform Tech curricula

❑ Shine $5,000

✧ Recognition on SPARK webpage
✧ Listing in online SPARK promotional materials
✧ Listing in SPARK slideshow
✧ Exclusive access to the Transform Tech curricula

❑ Glitter $2,500

✧ Listing on SPARK webpage
✧ Listing in SPARK slideshow

❑ Reflection $1,000

✧ Listing in SPARK slideshow

Don’t see your giving level reflected here? Contact us to create a 
customized sponsorship package, or with any other questions: 

Giving@TransgenderLawCenter.org  
or Sara@TransgenderLawCenter.org 

mailto:giving@transgenderlawcenter.org
mailto:sara@transgenderlawcenter.org



